
THE 
ULTIMATE 
GUIDE TO 
CLOGGED 
DRAINS



We’ve all experienced the warning signs. Water pooling at your feet in 
the shower, a sink draining slower by the minute. Until one day, it stops. 
The water just sits there — refusing
the budge. 

You quickly shut off the water, but it’s no use.

Unclogging a drain whether it be in the shower or sink, is never a fun 
task. Most often, it’s a result of months of accumulated hair, residue 
and debris over a period of months. And once a drain is clogged, it’s 
pretty much useless. 

Sometimes, there’s no way to go but in. 

Each clog is different and comes with its own unique challenges. It’s 
easy to feel overwhelmed, but take a deep breath. BL3 Plumbing is here 
with 10 solutions to zap that clogged drain in no time.



Seems elementary, right? This is the first step in clearing out your drain. 
Use a kettle, stove or microwave and boil as much water as possible. 
Once it’s up to temperature, pour it slowly down the drain in 2-3 stages 
— allowing the water to sink in between each pour. This is a quick and 
easy way to unclog a drain, but unfortunately, it only works for minor 
obstructions. If you’re working with a heftier clog, proceed to the
 steps below.

It’s time to get that Nair jingle stuck in your head. Believe it or not, hair 
removal cream can help unclog a drain by breaking down compacted 
strands in your pipes. Simply pour down the drain, let it sit for about 20-30 
minutes and rinse with hot (preferably boiling) water.

This is a classic, household trick that’d make your mom proud. Not to 
mention, it saves you from having to go in and manually fish out the clog. 
Gross, right? Just follow these steps and you’ll experience a noticeable 
draining difference.

• Bring a kettle or pot to a boil and slowly pour down the drain.
• Next, pour in 1/3 cup of baking soda and let sit for five minutes.
• Grab a pot, mixing a cup of vinegar and a cup of hot water. 
• Pour the mixture down the drain, watch it go to work and let sit for 20 

minutes.
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BOILING WATER

HAIR REMOVAL CREAM

BAKING SODA AND VINEGAR



Mini plungers can really pack a punch when used in the right scenarios. It 
builds up pressure behind the clog, leveraging the debris upward slightly 
enough to help it travel back down through the plumbing system. This is a 
fairly clean method that’s also cheap and chemical-free. 

This is another tool you’d be surprised to work so well. Just uncoil the 
Millipede, stick the grasping end down the drain, crank a few times then 
pull back up.

When solutions and chemicals don’t work, you’ve gotta roll up your sleeves 
and dig in. First, unwind the neck of the hanger and straighten out the two 
elbows — leaving the hook intact. On the opposite end, bend about 3-4 
inches for a handle. Next, lower the wire down until you feel the blockage. 
Then, push the wire up down and pull up about five times. Lastly, pull the 
wire out all the way and say “Ew!” to that clog you just defeated. Finish off, 
running some hot water down the drain and you should be good!

This contraption is so small, yet oh so effective. The Zip-It is fantastic if 
you’re combatting a hair clog. Simply stick it down the drain, let the snares 
latch onto the clog, and lift back up.
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MINI PLUNGER

THE MILLIPEDE

WIRE HANGER

THE ZIP-IT



A drain snake is ideal for clogs you just can’t seem to shake. If you can, 
try and remove the drain protector. If it doesn’t budge, don’t worry about 
forcing it. Clear out any hair or debris you encounter and slowly push the 
plumbing snake down until you reach the obstruction. Slowly bring it back 
up and flush with hot water to clear out any leftover gunk.

Does your clog have a mind of its own? It’s time to bring out a wet-dry 
vacuum. Turn the setting to vacuum liquids (some even have a specific 
attachment for drains). On the highest setting, draw the clog up through 
the pipe and into the vacuum bag. If that doesn’t work, it’s time to bring 
out the big guns and proceed to our last tip.
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DRAIN SNAKE

WET-DRY VACUUM

If all else fails, you can always call in reinforcements. Our BL3 Plumbing 
team is equipped with the industry knowledge, key techniques and 
experience to get your drainage back in order.

10 THE PROFESSIONAL

Need a hand? Give us a call at one of 
our locations and we’ll have one of our 
certified pros out there in no time! 

North Oklahoma City: (405) 895-6640
South Oklahoma City: (405) 237-1414


